
Exch. Descr. LTP* Exch. LTP*

CMDTY Gold 995 - Ahmedabad 48210.00 CMDTY 48390

CMDTY Gold 995 - Bangalore 48240.00 CMDTY 48390

CMDTY Gold 995 - Chennai 48280.00 CMDTY 48430

CMDTY Gold 995 - Cochin 48285.00 CMDTY 48435

CMDTY Gold 995 - Delhi 48245.00 CMDTY 48395

CMDTY Gold 995 - Hyderabad 42250.00 CMDTY 42400

CMDTY Gold 995 - Jaipur 42295.00 CMDTY 42415

CMDTY Gold 995 - Mumbai 48265.00 CMDTY 48415

LTP* Exch. Descr. LTP

50285.00 DGCX 1752.00

50200.00 DGCX 47124.00

50230.00 DGCX 18.80

50210.00

38520.00

38490.00 LTP

50380.00 1734.8

50300.00 1730.6

* Rates including GST 18.19

# The above rate are IBJA PM rates * Rates are exclusive of GST 01 Jun 2020 (Monday) 

Period

1 Week

1 Month

3 Month

6 Month

1 Year
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1 Year 26.12

USDINR

Performance %

-0.14

-0.18

5.28

5.13

7.54

Period Performance %

1 Week 3.98

1 Month 14.07

3 Month 6.32

6 Month 9.72

3 Month

6 Month

1 Year

Performance %

0.94

2.73

9.48

18.78

32.07

Silver Spot 999 Gold Ratios

Gold Silver Ratio

93.14

Gold Crude Ratio

17.66

Descr.

Silver 999 - Ahmedabad

Silver 999 - Bangalore

Silver 999 - Chennai

Silver 999 - Delhi

Silver 999 - Hyderabad

Silver 999 - Jaipur

Silver 999 - Kolkata

Silver 999 - Mumbai

46929.00 48435.00

46995.00 47905.00

75.87
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75.53

76.21 75.19

Important Support for Rupee 

Where Importer can look to 

book his today's payment

Important Support for MCX 

Gold Where Physical Player 

can look to fix his Buying Price

Important Resistance for 

Rupee Where Exporter can 

look to book his today's 

receivable

Important Resistance for MCX 

Gold Where Physical Player 

can look to fix his Sell Price 47548

47434

Gold London AM FIX

Gold Spot 995 Gold Spot 999

Descr.

Gold 999 - Ahmedabad

Gold 999 - Bangalore

46728

46842

Silver London FIX

Gold London PM FIX

GOLD QUANTO 30JUL2020

SILVER 26JUN2020

Gold 999 - Chennai

Gold 999 - Cochin

Gold 999 - Delhi

Gold 999 - Hyderabad

Gold 999 - Jaipur

Gold 999 - Mumbai

Bullion Futures on DGCX

Descr.

* Rates including GST

01 Jun 2020 (Monday) 

29 May 2020 (Friday) 

28 May 2020 (Thursday) 

Date Gold*

47306.00

Silver*

50010.00

GOLD 29JUL2020

Gold and Silver Fix

Price Performance
Gold MCX Silver MCX

Period

1 Week

1 Month
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51065.00

Low 49764.00

Close 50611.00

Value Change 493.00

% Change 0.98

Close

Open Interest

Today's 

View & 

Outlook

SELL SILVER JUL 2020 @ 50850 SL 51200 TGT 50100-49500.MCX

Silver price reached few pips away from our first target 18.45 and shows temporary bearish bias now, affected by stochastic negativity, waiting to get

enough positive momentum to push the price to resume the expected bullish trend for the upcoming period, which targets 18.93 as a next main station.

In general, we will continue to suggest the bullish trend unless breaking 17.10 level and holding below it.

Cng in OI (%)

12993

Silver yesterday settled up by 0.98% at 50611 after violent clashes erupted in major U.S. cities and outside the White House between law enforcement and protesters

taking to the streets. The riots in major U.S. cities rattled investors already reeling from the deepening Sino-U.S. rift over Hong Kong. There are also concerns about a

resurgence of the coronavirus as a result of the protests. Meanwhile, Beijing has warned Washington of retaliation after U.S. President Donald Trump announced that

the United States would ban some Chinese graduate students and start reversing Hong Kong's special status in customs and other areas. On the data front, there is

some cheer as a private survey showed that China's manufacturing sector moved into expansion territory in May. The downturn in the euro area manufacturing

sector eased noticeably in May as companies restarted work, final data from IHS Markit showed. In economic news, revised data released by the University of

Michigan showed consumer sentiment in the U.S. improved by slightly less initially estimated in the month of May. The report showed the consumer sentiment index

for May was downwardly revised to 72.3 from the preliminary reading of 73.7. A report released by MNI Indicators showed its Chicago business barometer dropped

to 32.3 in May from 35.4 in April, with a reading below 50 indicating a contraction in regional business activity. Technically market is under fresh buying as market has

witnessed gain in open interest by 9.75% to settled at 12993 while prices up 493 rupees, now Silver is getting support at 49895 and below same could see a test of

49179 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 51196, a move above could see prices testing 51781.

9.75

KEDIA COMMODITY  - Bullion Market Update

Open

Market View

47050.00

47298.00

46815.00

47138.00

Sep-Jul

Dec-Oct

Volume

Gold yesterday settled up by 0.07% at 47138 as riots in major U.S. cities rattled investors already reeling from strained Sino-U.S. relations and boosted demand for the

safe-haven metal, with a weaker dollar lending further support. China's state media and the government of Hong Kong lashed out at U.S. President Donald Trump's

pledge to end Hong Kong's special status if Beijing imposes new national security laws on the city. Much of the dollar's recent decline has come against the euro

which has been broadly boosted by plans for an EU stimulus package. Markets are awaiting a meeting of the European Central Bank on Thursday where it is widely

expected to raise its asset buying by around 500 billion euros to 1.25 trillion. The number of Americans seeking jobless benefits fell for an eighth straight week last

week, likely as some people returned to work, but claims remained at astonishingly high levels, suggesting it could take the economy a while to rebound as

businesses reopen. Indicative of sentiment, holdings of SPDR Gold Trust , the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, rose 0.3% to 1,123.14 tonnes on

Friday, a fresh seven-year high. Speculators cut their bullish positions in COMEX gold and increased them in silver contracts in the week to May 26, the U.S.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission said. Technically market is under fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 0.43% to settled at 15345

while prices up 34 rupees, now Gold is getting support at 46870 and below same could see a test of 46601 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 47353, a

move above could see prices testing 47567.

Gold Market Update

SELL GOLD AUG 2020 @ 47350 SL 47580 TGT 47000-46850.MCX

Gold price leaned on the EMA50 and bounced bullishly to hint heading to resume the main bullish trend, to keep our positive overview that depends on

the price stability above 1719.00, noting that our first target is located at 1764.00.

Today's 

View & 

Outlook

9587

Market View

Open 50587.00

High

Low

-20.00

High

709.00

Dec-Sep 1024.00

Volume 35362

Open Interest

Cng in OI (%)

Value Change

% Change

Oct-Aug 129.00

34.00

0.07

Silver Maket Update

15345

0.43
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1552062

Volume 2123764

Open Interest

Value Change -0.0450

% Change -0.06

Jul-Jun 0.22

Aug-Jul 0.22

Today's 

View & 

Outlook

SELL USDINR JUN 2020 @ 75.85 SL 76.00 TGT 75.70-75.56. NSE Cng in OI (%) -0.75

Rupee gained as optimism around imminent reopening of Asia’s third largest economy after a months-long coronavirus lockdown boosted investor

sentiment. Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open interest by % to settled at while prices down -0.035 rupees, now

USDINR is getting support at 75.605 and below same could see a test of 75.355 level, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 75.95, a move above

could see prices testing 76.045. 

USDINR yesterday settled down by -0.06% at 75.74 as optimism around imminent reopening of Asia’s third largest economy after a months-long coronavirus

lockdown boosted investor sentiment. The reopening plan comes as data showed the domestic economy grew at 3.1% in the January-March quarter, its slowest

pace in at least eight years. India’s factory activity contracted sharply in May following a historic decline in April as a government-imposed lockdown to control the

coronavirus hammered demand, a survey showed, leading firms to cut jobs at the fastest pace on record. Asia’s third-largest economy will contract this quarter for

the first time since the mid-1990s, having expanded 3.1% last quarter, its weakest annual pace in at least eight years. The Nikkei Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’

Index, compiled by IHS Markit, increased to 30.8 last month from April’s record low of 27.4, still well below the 50-mark separating growth from contraction. India’s

unemployment rate in May rose to 23.48%, marginally lower from 23.52% in April, according to data released by the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE),

reflecting the impact of coronavirus pandemic. India’s infrastructure output, contributing nearly 40% in industrial production, contracted 38.1% in April from a year

earlier, the worst performance in years, government data showed. The Financial Benchmark India Private Ltd (FBIL) set the reference rate for the rupee/dollar at

75.4792 Technically market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -0.75% to settled at while prices down -0.045 rupees, now

USDINR is getting support at 75.53 and below same could see a test of 75.32 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 75.87, a move above could see prices

testing 76.

75.4500

Close 75.7400

KEDIA COMMODITY  - Bullion Market Update

Market View

Open

 USDINR Update

Low

75.5800

High 75.7950
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Contact Details

Kedia Stocks & Commodities Research Pvt Ltd.

SEBI REGISTRATION NUMBER - INH000006156

Mumbai. India. Mobile: 09323406035 / 09819296333 Email: URL: www.kediaadvisory.com

Buy at supports and sell at target. Support broken becomes resistance and a resistance broken becomes support. Always use Stop-loss

never average loss making positions. This report is based on previous closing. levels may change based on next day’s opening price. Please

register on the site for daily levels.Yahoo messenger id is for getting latest levels on your messenger. The call expires once the target is

achieved or the stop-loss is hit.The calls given in this report are valid only for the current day. A trader should understand that, he/she

should not carryforward the trade, unless explicitly stated. DateSource:MCX, NCDEX, COMEX, NYMEX, and other Exchange.

Disclaimer:The calls made herein are for informational purpose and report contains only the viewpoints. We make no representation or

warranty regarding the correctness, accuracy or completeness of any information, and is not responsible for errors of any kind though the

information obtained from the sources, which is believed to be reliable. The information contained herein is strictly confidential and is

meant for the intended recipients. Any alteration, transmission, photocopied distribution in part or in whole or reproduction of any form of

the information without prior consent of Kedia Stocks & Commodities Research Pvt Ltd. is prohibited. The information and data are derived

from the source that are deemed to be reliable the above calls are based on the theory of Technical Analysis. Neither the company nor its

employee is responsible for the Profit (es) &loss (es) arising due to the trader(s). The commodities and derivatives discussed and opinions

expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors falling under different jurisdictions. All futures entail significant risk, which

should be fully understood prior to trading. Consult your Investment Advisor / Broker before making any

investment.www.kediaadvisory.com

#  

Gold ETFs See Strong Inflows Despite Weak Chinese, Indian Demand - The capital into gold exchange-traded funds (ETFs) is flowing and still going. Strong

flows into gold ETFs are helping to offset weaker demand in China and India. According to the article, “data from Hong Kong’s Census and Statistics

Department showed that China exported more gold to Hong Kong (14.5 metric tons) last month than it imported from there (4.2 tons). Thus, Chinese

gold imports from Hong Kong were negative for the first time since records began in 2007.” China’s imports during the first four months of 2020 are down

89%, while gold demand in India isn’t any better.

Bullion News

Sales of United States Mint bullion gold and silver coins slowed for a second month in a row - American Eagle gold coins moved up by 11,500 ounces in

May, down 89.1% from the 105,000 ounces sold in April but 187.5% higher than the 4,000 ounces sold in May 2019. Year to date, American Gold Eagle

sales at 335,000 ounces are 222.1% higher than the 104,000 ounces sold during the first five months of last year. American Eagle silver coins climbed by

490,000 ounces in May, representing declines of 34.7% from April sales of 750,000 ounces and 43.4% from the 866,000 ounces sold in May 2019. American

Silver Eagle sales for the year so far at 11,218,500 coins are 24.8% higher than the 8,987,000 coins sold through the same time last year.

#  

Gold Speculators Dropped Bullish Bets To 48-Week Low - Large precious metals speculators cut back on their bullish net positions in the Gold futures

markets this week, according to the latest Commitment of Traders (COT) data released by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The non-

commercial futures contracts of Gold futures, traded by large speculators and hedge funds, totaled a net position of 237,914 contracts in the data

reported through Tuesday, May 26th. This was a weekly decline of -13,874 net contracts from the previous week which had a total of 251,788 net

contracts. Gold speculators continued to decrease their bullish bets in the futures market to a 48-week low-point. Bullish bets have fallen in three out of

the past four weeks and for the tenth time in the past fourteen weeks. The current level is now at the least bullish level since June 25th of 2019.

#  

#  

#  

KEDIA COMMODITY  - Bullion Market Update

Gold prices rose as riots in major U.S. cities rattled investors already reeling from strained Sino-U.S. relations and boosted demand for the safe-haven

metal, with a weaker dollar lending further support. China's state media and the government of Hong Kong lashed out at U.S. President Donald Trump's

pledge to end Hong Kong's special status if Beijing imposes new national security laws on the city. Much of the dollar's recent decline has come against

the euro which has been broadly boosted by plans for an EU stimulus package. Markets are awaiting a meeting of the European Central Bank on

Thursday where it is widely expected to raise its asset buying by around 500 billion euros to 1.25 trillion.

Asia Gold Top hubs struggle as customers continue to keep away - Asian physical gold hubs struggled to regain footing as most retail customers stayed

away even as some coronavirus restrictions were eased. Chinese dealers sold gold at discounts of $14-$18 an ounce versus benchmark prices,

compared to last week’s $15-$20 discounts, with traders attributing the dip to a depreciation in the yuan. In Hong Kong, which has been reeling from

protests over a national security legislation being introduced by China, premiums were unchanged at $0.50-$1.75 per ounce. India too saw subdued

activity amid high local rates while most jewellery shops remained shuttered due to the coronavirus lockdown. Demand is just 20% compared to normal

as most weddings have been postponed. In thin trade, dealers offered discounts of up to $25 an ounce over official domestic prices, which include a

12.5% import and 3% sales taxes.


